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Box-Set Round-up

Rob Cowan revisits great recordings of the passt from four conductors and a pianist

[…] Maazel was in general a less consistent recording artist than Herbert von

Karajan and yet, having said that, I’ve always been in two minds about some of

Karajan’s commercial orchestral recordings. Too often they glare under a […] sheen

(or seem to), so when you’re lucky enough to catch one of the best taped Karajan

broadcasts, which ditch the impression of excessive control-room production, the

effect can be revelatory. Such is recent audite collection, “Herbert von Karajan: The

Early Lucerne Years, 1952-1957”, which includes among its contents quite a few

gems. Most unexpected is Brahms’s Violin Concerto with Nathan Milstein, recorded

in 1957, Karajan and his Swiss Festival Orchestra fully ablaxe, Milstein an athlete of

the […], his tone typically lean and sinewy, the whole experience so different to the

sumptuous Brahms that Christian Ferras, Karajan and the Berlin Phil provided for

DG. Mozart’s C minor Piano Concerto, K 491, finds Karajan and his Swiss players

supportive of Robert Casadesus in 1952, a […] finely sculpted reading where two

strong personalities blend as one, Clara Haskil and Géza Anda commune

sympathetically across Bach’s C major Concerto for two pianos, BWV 1061, in 1955,

and there are two Beethoven symphonies: No 6 (Philharmonia Orchestra, 1956),

which is similar in outline to Karajan’s 1962 BPO recording except that the first

movement repeat is played, which it isn’t in Berlin, and No 8 (Swiss Festival

Orchestra, 1952), a lusty […], though the finale is no match for its dynamic 1962

Berlin successor. Honegger’s “Symphonie liturgique” from 1955 swirls into action on

the eye of a storm, though I wouldn’t want to deny myself the extra breadth of the

“De profundis clamavi” second movement on Karajan’s wonderful Berlin recording

(14’26” as opposed to 13’07” in Lucerne). But turn to Brahms’s Fourth with the

Philharmonia (1956) and it’s a whole different ball game, with added weight and

muscle-power in Lucerne (note the timps in the Scherzo), especially in the finale at

the point where the chorale theme returns at 5’41”. It’s an intriguing hatch of

musically worthwhile live Karajan discoveries, very well transferred from clean

analogue sources. Here’s hoping for more of the same. […]
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